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Process engineering of the direct methanol fuel cell
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Abstract

Ž .A direct methanol fuel cell DMFC model has been developed and experimentally verified, with which fundamental calculations of
the DMFC were carried out. Modelling comprises the mass transport of the gases in the diffusion layers and catalyst layers, mass
transport in the membrane, as well as the reaction and the potential distribution in the catalyst layers. The performance of the fuel cell is
adversely influenced by methanol permeation from the anode to the cathode. Moreover, the formation of a mixed potential is possible
both at the anode and cathode and has a large negative effect on the energetic performance of the fuel cell. The model provides
information concerning the impact of methanol permeation through the membrane on energy and mass yield, and on the influence of the
operating and structural parameters. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among the different fuel cell technologies, the direct
Ž .methanol fuel cell DMFC with methanol as the energy

carrier, has one of the highest application prospects as an
energy converter for environmentally benign vehicles. The
DMFC, which is a further development of familiar hydro-

Ž .gen polymer electrolyte membrane PEM technology,
presently still has to overcome problems with respect to
efficiency and power density. Even if the thermodynamic
reversible potentials for both methanolroxygen and hydro-
genroxygen cells are largely equivalent and have compa-

Ž .rable values 1.21 vs. 1.23 V , the cell output voltage is
very different. The hydrogen fuel cell has a much higher
cell voltage and the main losses are essentially associated
with poor electrocatalysis at the oxygen electrode. In addi-
tion to this difficulty, which is the same for both cell types,
the DMFC cell has a number of further serious process
engineering problems which, on one hand, are associated
with methanol permeation through the polymer membrane
and, on the other hand, with sluggish catalysis of the
electrochemical methanol oxidation. Methanol permeation
through the polymer membrane reduces the mass yield
and, moreover, is responsible for mixed potential forma-

) Corresponding author.

tion at the cathode, which further reduces the energy yield
of the cell.

In a DMFC, the following catalytically activated reac-
tions, which are spatially separated from each other, take
place:

anode: CH OHqH O´CO q6Hqq6ey 1Ž .3 2 2

cathode: 6Hqq6eyq1.5O ´3H O. 2Ž .2 2

One of the main problems of the DMFC is the multistage
Ž .nature of the anodic reaction 1 . In DMFCs, CO or COH

occurs as a stable, adsorbed intermediate of methanol
oxidation. Poisoning of the anode catalysts by these adsor-
bates leads to considerable anodic overpotentials compared
to the theoretically possible cell voltages. At anode poten-
tials below about q500 mV vs. the reversible hydrogen
potential, the oxidation of methanol is initiated by a dehy-

w xdrogenation reaction of the methanol 1 . At higher poten-
tials, methanol oxidation probably takes place through a

w xreaction with adsorbed oxygen or OH 2 .
The basic scheme of a DMFC fuel cell is shown in Fig.

1. The methanolrwater reaction mixture diffuses through
the porous anode to the electrochemically active reaction
zone in the immediate vicinity of the membrane, where the
electrochemical oxidation of the methanol takes place. The
CO reaction product diffuses back into the anode chan-2

nels. The protons formed entrain certain amounts of water
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the DMFC single cell with solid polymer
electrolyte.

into the solvating envelope and, under the influence of the
electric field, migrate 1 to the cathode where they react
with oxygen to form water after electron acceptance. In
addition, an undesired methanol transport from the anode
to the cathode takes place caused by diffusion and electro-
osmotic effects. The methanol fractions arriving at the
cathode react with the oxygen present there to form CO .2

Due to their high chemical stability, perfluorinated
sulphonated cation exchangers are chiefly used at present
as the membrane electrolyte. NAFION w from DuPont has
played a central role in the development of polymer elec-
trolyte fuel cells.

2. Experimental facilities and MEA preparation

The DMFC test rig consists of a cell with anodic and
cathodic peripheries. The aqueous methanol solution circu-
lates in the anode loop from which the cell is supplied with
methanol. Spent methanol is continuously replaced and the
CO formed is removed. On the cathode side, oxygen or2

air is fed to the cell. The cell is kept at a constant
temperature during test operations. The test cell used for

Ž .the membrane electrode assembly MEA was a titanium
cell with an active electrode area of 20 cm2. Electronic
contact with the MEA and the supply of reaction media
was accomplished via a plate provided with separate feet
Ž .Fig. 2 . The cell plates were fabricated from the solid
metal.

The cell had lateral channels drilled for the supply and
extraction of the reactants, for the current probe and for

1 Ed. note: according to classical, hard-sphere interpretations. See
alternative quantum tunneling models.

voltage measurement. The electrode potentials were mea-
Ž .sured vs. the hydrogen electrode RHE .

The MEAs investigated were prepared as follows. The
anode consisted of a carbon cloth support onto which a
layer of uncatalysed XC-72 active carbon in an amount of
8 mgrcm2 bonded with 5% PTFE was deposited. The
catalytic layer contained 4 mgrcm2 of PtrRu catalyst
Ž .50:50 on carbon and 20% NAFION from a 5% solution
with water and low aliphatic alcohols. The cathode was
similarly constructed with 4 mgrcm2 of Pt catalyst on
carbon bonded with 30% PTFE and an identical uncatal-
ysed layer which served as the backing layer. The MEA
was fabricated by hot pressing the two electrodes together
with the NAFION 117 membrane in between them.

3. Mathematical model and model parameters

The model structure of the DMFC investigated is shown
in Fig. 3a. It consists of a channel system incorporated into
the structure of the electrode plate and an electronic con-
ductor system formed by the feet. The diffusion region of

Ž .the electrode backing layer is located adjacent to the
electrode plate and consists of a highly porous electronic
conductor based on catalytically inactive carbon. The other
layer of the MEA facing the electrolyte membrane is the
catalyst layer consisting of a catalyst carbonrNAFION
electrolyte mixture. The PEM is located in the middle.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 3a is divided into seven
Ž .regions Fig. 3b by means of a model division of the

DMFC which represent the basic structure of the cell: the
anodic and cathodic gas diffusers supplied with fuel gas or
oxidant through the respective channels, the anodic and
cathodic catalyst layers and the polymeric ion conductor in
the middle of the cell. The gas components under consider-
ation are methanol, steam, oxygen, carbon dioxide and
nitrogen.

The model is one-dimensional, steady-state and isother-
mal. The one dimensional calculation leads to an error of
approx. 8% in comparison to two dimensional calculations
w x3 . This relatively small error is caused by the specific
combination of diffusion coefficients, conductivities of
electronic and ionic phases, electrochemical charge trans-
fer coefficients as well as electrode porosity.

The model calculations take account of mass transport
in the gas diffuses, in the catalyst layers and in the
membrane. In addition, the electrochemical concentration-
dependent reactions take place in the catalyst layers. Mass
transport within the electrolyte is in part diffusive and in
part caused by electroosmosis. Apart from the membrane,
there is also an ion-conducting electrolyte within the cata-

w xlyst layers 4 . The numerical calculation is based on the
Ž .finite integration technique FIT and was performed on

the mathematical and physicochemical basis of an earlier-
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental small-scale DMFC.

w xdeveloped H -PEM fuel cell model 5 . The individual2

model assumptions will be described in the following.

3.1. Channels

The reactants flow into the channels adjacent to the
catalyst layers with a defined molar flow, N . The outleti,in

molar flows, N , can first be determined by balancingi,out

the incoming molar flows, N , and the molar flowsi,in

N flowing over the edges to the catalyst layers.i,edge

N sN qN . 3Ž .i ,in i ,out i ,edge

The composition of the gas mixture with the mole
fractions y in the channels will be the same as in thei

channel outlet flow due to the intimate mixture being
assumed as ideal.

Ni ,out
y s with Ni i ,outÝNi ,out

smass flow of the ith gas from the channel. 4Ž .
By connecting the one-dimensional elements shown in

Fig. 4 in series, it is possible to calculate the formation of
a concentration profile as a function of the volume flow.

3.2. Gas diffuser

The pore radius in the gas diffusers is of the order of
100–1000 nm. This is a transition region for which several

Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Model of the DMFC structure. b Division of the cell into functional regions.
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Fig. 4. Assumptions for the intimate mixture at the gas channelrelectro-
lyte phase boundaries.

mass transport modes must be taken into account accord-
Ž . w xing to the mean transport pore model MTPM 6,7 . The

molar flux, N , inside the gas diffusers can thus be ex-i

pressed by a superposition of Stefan–Maxwell diffusion,
Knudsen diffusion and Darcy permeation. Mass transport
according to the MTPM, takes place in cylindrical capillar-

² :ies with a mean radius of r . Another characteristic
parameter of the MTPM theory is the mean value of the

² 2:pore radius squared, r , which enters into the calcula-
tion for the transport coefficients, B , for the permeationi

fraction. The derivation is contained in Appendix A.
The diffusion takes place in the transition region by a

superposition of Knudsen diffusion and Stefan–Maxwell
diffusion:

d n d dN y N yy N d yi j i i j i
q syc . 5Ž .Ý totmk D d xD i , ji js1

The molar flows due to a total pressure gradient are taken
into consideration by the Darcy expression:

dctotpN syy B 6Ž .i i i d x

with:

² 2:r z p
kB sD q . 7Ž .i i 8h

The molar flows due to a total pressure gradient are taken
into consideration by the Darcy expression:

N sN d qN p. 8Ž .i i i

The mass transport can be expressed according to the
w xMTPM 5,6 in a matrix notation by combining the trans-

port fractions:

dc dc
FNsy or NsyG . 9Ž .

d x d x

The formulation of this transport matrix is to be found in
Appendix B.

The mass transport in the gas diffusers is source- and
sink-free. Hence:

div N s0 10Ž .i

The electronic current produced or consumed in the cata-
lyst layers flows through the gas diffusers towards the
channel structure. This electronic current leads to a voltage
drop via Ohm’s law according to:

i ss eff=w . 11Ž .el el el

3.3. Catalyst layer

The catalyst layer is modelled as a porous body which
is filled with ionically conducting membrane material.
Knudsen diffusion prevails due to the small pore radii. The
local reaction rate can be described as a function of the
local overpotentials and local concentrations. The expres-
sion for the cathodic reaction reads:

p a FO c2c ci s i exp y w yw yw 12aŽ Ž .c O ,ref el ion O ,refp RTO ref2

where p is a reference pressure, i a referenceO ,ref O,ref2

exchange current, a the cathodic charge transfer coeffi-k

cient, R the general gas constant and T the temperature
w x8,9 .

The anodic reaction similarly reads:

pp H OMeOH 2ai s ia O ,ref p pMeOH ,ref H O ,ref2

=
a Fa aexp q w yw yw . 12bŽ Ž .el ion O ,refRT

These two partial reactions occur both at the anode and at
the cathode, forming mixed potentials due to methanol
passing from the anode to the cathode, and oxygen diffus-
ing from the cathode to the anode. Introducing a local
electrochemically produced current density i , the con-EC

servation equations for the ionic and electronic potentials,
thus, yields the following:

s = 2w sys = 2w s i q i S s i S 13Ž . Ž .el el ion ion a c cat EC cat

where the value S is the inner catalytic surface of thecat

electrode.
The source–sink terms of the respective material are

linked via Faraday’s law to the respective local current
density, so that, e.g., for methanol:

ia
QS sy . 14Ž .Methanol 6F

Analogous treatment of the other materials leads to com-
plete coupling of the ionic and electronic potentials with
the conservation equations for the mass flows.

Mass transport in the catalyst layers is considered as a
parallel superposition of Knudsen diffusion and diffusion
in the membrane phase. Using a factor ´ as the fraction of
the membrane phase in the catalyst layers results in the
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following formulation for the determination of the diffu-
sion coefficients in the membrane phase:

Deff s´ D . 15Ž .mem , i mem mem , i

3.4. Membrane electrolyte

The physical properties of the membrane are included
in this model as follows:

– The ionic conductivity is dependent on the water
content.
– The diffusion and the electro-osmotic drag of methanol
and water are also dependent on the water content.
The water content c of the membrane is defined as the

ratio of the number of water molecules to the number of
SOy groups per volume unit:3

number of water moleculesrvolume unit
cs . 16Ž .ynumber of SO ygroupsrvolume unit3

The water transport in the membrane is composed of two
fractions: the osmotic drag and the diffusion due to gradi-
ents in the water content, c . An essential aspect is the
dependence on the water content, which can be expressed

w xas follows according to 10 :

dc rdrymem memN syD with D s D . 17Ž .H O ,diff c c c2 d x MM

The diffusion coefficient depends on the water content c

and the temperature T :

Dc ) 4

1 1
y6s10 exp 2416 y 2.563y0.33 cŽž /303 273qT

2 3 2q0.0264 c y0.00067c cm rs . 18Ž ..
The water content of the membrane is a function of the
relative humidity asp rp :H O H O,sat2 2

cs0.043q17.81ay39.85a2 q36.0 a3 for 0-a-1.
19Ž .

cs14 is valid for Nafion in equilibrium with saturated
w xsteam and c assumes the value of 22 in liquid water 11 .

The conductivity s of the membrane is a function of
temperature and water content:

1 1
s T ,c sexp 1268 yŽ . ž /303 273qT

= 0.005139cy0.00326 for c)1. 20Ž . Ž .
The apparent electrophoretic drag on water molecules is
assumed to be proportional to the ionic current and propor-

w xtional to the water content 10 :

I cionH O H O2 2w xN sn Ts308C with n s2.5.H O ,drag drag drag2 F 22
21Ž .

For liquid-operated DMFCs, drag coefficients ranging from
2 at 208C up to 5 at a temperature of 1308C have been

w xmeasured 11 . Methanol transport in the membrane is also
composed of diffusion and protonic drag.

Methanol transport is treated similarly to water trans-
port. In the literature, diffusion coefficients for methanol

w xare specified for completely swollen membranes 12 . Since
no measurements of the diffusion coefficient for methanol
in membranes of different humidity are reported in the
literature, a linear formulation is assumed with respect to
the methanol content of the membrane.

In analogy to the water content, a relation between the
methanol partial pressure of the gas phase and the methanol
content of the membrane can be formulated. The methanol
content gsMeOHrHq can be regarded as a function of
the methanol concentration.

Ž .This gives, analogous to Eq. 21 :

p nMeOH
MeOH drag

gs14d with ds s0.6 linearizedŽ .H O2p nMeOH ,sat drag

22Ž .

where a drag factor of 2.5 is assumed for water and a drag
factor of 1.5 for methanol.

The diffusion coefficient of methanol in the membrane,
Dmem, is set proportional to the diffusion coefficient ofg

water in the membrane, Dmem, as:c

Dmem skDmem with ks1. 23Ž .g c

Ž .Methanol diffusion is obtained with reference to Eq. 17
as:

dg
memN syD . 24Ž .MeOH ,diff g d x

The methanol drag is assumed to be linearly dependent on
the methanol concentration relative to the saturation con-
centration of methanol:

I pion MeOHMeOH MeOHN sn with n s1.5.MeOH ,drag drag dragF pMeOH ,sat

25Ž .

Ž .For the other gas components CO , O , N pure diffu-2 2 2

sion is assumed inside the membrane for reasons of sim-
plicity. The mass transport in the membrane is source- and
sink-free.

3.5. Transitions between model regions

At the boundary between the catalyst layers and the gas
diffusers, current only flows through the electronically
conducting phase. The existence of ionic current is spa-
tially limited to the catalyst layer and the membrane. The
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following is valid for the derivation of the ionic current at
the boundaries to the gas diffusers:

Ew ion
s0. 26aŽ .

Ex

Analogously, an electronic current only flows in the cata-
lyst layers and gas diffusers; no current flow through the

Ž .membrane takes place. As in Eq. 26a , the following
boundary condition for the electronic current thus applies
at the phase boundaries between membrane and catalyst
layers:

Ewel
s0 26bŽ .

Ex

The respective partial pressure of a material in the gas
phase corresponds to a saturation concentration in the
membrane phase. For methanol and water, this relation is

Ž . Ž .defined via Eqs. 19 and 22 in which the material
content in the membrane phase is correlated via the rela-

Žtive humidity of the gas phase. For the other gases oxygen,
.nitrogen, carbon dioxide , the interdependence of the re-

spective partial pressure p and the concentration c ini mem, i

the membrane phase via Henry’s constants is valid:
pi

c s . 27Ž .mem , i K H , i

The program for solving these expressions is based on the
discretization of the above mass transport and reaction
equations. For each point, the conservation equations for
mass transport, ionic and electronic current flow, as well
as ionic and electronic potentials, are valid. Balancing over
all the points of the discretized model regions leads to a
system of equations of the following form for each model
parameter M under consideration:

A Msconstant. 28Ž .
The coefficient matrix A contains the coupling of each
point with the adjacent volume elements of the discretized
model region.

4. Results and discussion

The main goal of modelling is the understanding and
correct interpretation of the phenomena occurring in the
DMFC. This will be illustrated by a few examples.

One of the greatest problems of the DMFC is methanol
permeation. An illustration of the methanol permeation
rate through the cell is given in Fig. 5a. The permeation
rate as a mass flow is converted into current density
according to Faraday’s law. The methanol transport through
the cell is a function of the methanol concentration in the
anode loop and of the current density. As expected, the
methanol transport increases with increasing methanol con-
centration. At low concentrations, the permeation rate de-
creases with increasing current density due to the elevated

Ž .Fig. 5. a Influence of methanol concentration on the methanol perme-
Ž . Ž .ation rate in a DMFC measurement . b Simulation of the influence of

the methanol concentration on the methanol permeation rate in a DMFC.

fuel consumption in the anodic catalyst layer, so that less
methanol is transmitted to the cathode and the total trans-
port decreases. The electrochemical methanol sink in the
anodic catalyst layer now has a restricted acceptance ca-
pacity which can be exceeded with increasing concentra-
tion, so that the permeation rate at high concentrations
increases even further as a consequence of the electro-
osmotic drag. This transition is shown in Fig. 5a for a
change in concentration from 1 to 4 M. The simulation of
the methanol concentration determined experimentally in
Fig. 5a on the methanol permeation rate is shown in Fig.
5b.

Even if the simulation shows reasonably good agree-
ment with the experimental data, there is still a discrep-
ancy arising from the influence of the methanol drag. The
simulation shows a smaller dependence of the permeation
rate on the applied current density than in experiments.
This discrepancy is apparently caused by uncertainties in
the estimation of the methanol drag factor and its concen-
tration dependence, which has not yet been evaluated and
has to be determined experimentally. This work is in
progress.

The changes in concentration also have an effect on the
overpotential behaviour of the two electrodes. The anodic
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Fig. 6. Influence of the methanol concentration on the anode potential of
Ž .the DMFC measurement .

potentials are lowered as the methanol concentration
changes from 0.5 to 4 M. With a methanol permeation rate
decreasing to zero it may be expected that diffusion over-
potentials would arise on the anode side. This was also
measured for a methanol concentration of 0.5 M or current

2 Ž .densities of 200 mArcm and above Fig. 6 , where the
formation of a concentration overpotential is observed at
the lowest methanol concentration of 0.5 M. If the anode
potential, and, thus, also the anodic overpotential, de-
creases with increasing methanol concentration, an in-
crease in cell voltage may be expected with increasing
methanol concentration. In this case, however, the methanol

Ž .permeation rate increases as well Fig. 5a . If the cathode
catalyst is also active towards the anode reaction, forma-
tion of a fuelroxygen mixed potential can be expected on
the cathode side. This holds for the platinum cathode
catalyst, where a MeOHrO mixed potential is formed at2

the cathode. This results in a potential shift of the cathode
towards negative values, and, thus, in the formation of an
additional cathodic overpotential. This is shown in Fig. 7.
All these effects can also been explained by simulation.

Fig. 7. Influence of the methanol concentration in the anode compartment
Ž .on the cathode potential of the DMFC measurement .

Fig. 8. Current density–voltage curve of a DMFC varying the methanol
Ž .concentration measurement .

A comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that with elevated
methanol concentrations the losses of cathodic potential
caused by increased permeation rates may exceed the
potential gains on the anode side so that an overall reduc-
tion in total cell voltage involving power losses may result.
This is shown in Fig. 8.

An optimum methanol concentration of 2 M is obtained
by minimizing the total losses in the given DMFC cell.

Ž .This can also be confirmed by simulation Fig. 9 .
At lower concentrations, the anodic diffusion overpo-

tentials are too high, whereas the losses in cell voltage
caused by the formation of mixed potentials at the cathode
side decrease with increasing methanol concentrations so
that, overall, an optimum methanol concentration is ob-
tained in the medium concentration range. This may be
different for a cell with differently designed electrodes.
Fig. 10, for example, shows the possibility for increasing
the power density of a DMFC.

This is achieved primarily by compacting the catalyst
layer structures to avoid diffusion overpotentials. In prac-
tice, compacting can be achieved by the use of unsup-

Fig. 9. Simulation of the influence of methanol concentration on the
current–voltage curve involving the formation of mixed potentials.
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Fig. 10. Simulation of the influence of catalyst layer thickness on the
current–voltage curve and the methanol permeation of a DMFC.

ported catalysts. Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the cur-
rent–voltage curves of two MEAs with the same active
area and different layer thicknesses. In addition, methanol
permeation is plotted as a function of current density for
both MEAs.

The reduced catalyst layer thickness leads to a signifi-
cant increase in current density under the same operating
conditions. Methanol permeation increases with the use of
thin film electrodes since the interface between the anodic
catalyst layer and the membrane electrolyte still exhibits a
relatively high methanol concentration; thus, both the
methanol diffusion through the membrane and the elec-
troosmotic drag assume higher values. In this case, lower
methanol concentrations will fulfil the optimization condi-
tions.

5. Summary

The electrochemical consumption of methanol in the
anodic catalyst layer is a function of concentration and
current density. The methanol permeation rate, therefore,
depends on the concentration of methanol and on the
respective current density. Due to the formation of mixed
potentials, caused by concentration-induced methanol per-
meation, the cathode potential is influenced to such an
extent that the augmentation of the potential on the anode
side of the cell can be overcompensated by the diminution
of the potential in the case of the cathode overpotential.

6. Nomenclature

a relative humidity
A coefficient matrix of a system of equations
B transport coefficient of species i in mixturei

w 2 xcm rs
w 3 xc concentration molrcm

w 3 xc vector of molar concentrations molrcm
w 2 xD diffusion coefficient cm rs

w xF Faraday constants96487 A srmol
F transport matrix of the Mean-Transport-Pore-

w 2 xModel srcm
G inverse transport matrix of the Mean-Transport-

w 2 xPore-Model cm rs
w xI current A

w 2 xi current density Arcm
k proportionality factor

wK Henry-constant of species i in mixture barH, i
3 xcm rmol

w Ž 2 .xN molar flux molr cm s
Ž . w xn drag coefficient electroosmosis molrmoldrag

w xp pressure bar
w xp partial pressure of species i in mixture bari

w Ž .xR gas constants8.31441 Jr mol K
² : w xr mean pore radius mm
² 2: w xr mean square pore radius mm

w 2 3 xS internal catalyst surface cm rcmcat
w xT absolute temperature K

w xx direction coordinate cm
y mole fraction of species i in the mixturei

w xmolrmol

Greek symbols
w 3 xa transport matrix coefficient cm rmol

a anodic barrier factora

a cathodic barrier factork

d proportionality constant
´ porosity

w xw potential V
w xyg Methanol content mol rmolMeOH SO 3

w xh dynamic viscosity Pa s
l stoichiometric air number

w y1 xs conductivity S cm
w xyc water content mol rmolH O SO2 3

C porosityrtortuosity
z transport parameter

Subscripts
0 standard conditions
a anodic
c cathodic
d diffusion
drag electroosmosis
dry dry
EC electrochemical
edge at the boundary gas channelrMEA
eff effective
el electronic
i species i in mixture
in at the inlet of the fuel cell
ion ionic
k Knudsen
MEA Membrane Electrode Assembly
mem membrane electrolyte
out at the outlet of the fuel cell
p permeation
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ref reference state
sat saturated
tot total

Short cuts
DMFC Direct methanol fuel cell
FIT Finite integration technique
MEA Membrane electrode assembly
MeOH Methanol
MTPM Mean transport pore model
PEM Polymer electrolyte membrane
PTFE Polytetrafluorethylene

Appendix A. Diffusion and permeation

A.1. Diffusion flux

Stefan–Maxwell:

n d dy N yy N d yj i i j i
syc is1, . . . ,5Ý totmD d xi , jjs1

Dm sC Dbm .i , j i , j

Knudsen:

d yid kN syD ci i tot d x
1r22 8 RT

k ² :D sC r .i ž /3 p Mi

Linear combination in the transition range:
d n d dN y N yy N d yi j i i j i

q syc .Ý totmk D d xD i , ji js1

A.2. Permeation flux

Darcy:

dctotpN syy Bi i i d x

² 2:r C p
kB sD q .i i 8h

A.3. Total flux

N sN d qN p.i i i

Appendix B. Transport matrix of the MTPM

dc
y sFN

d x
n1 1 c c aj i i

f s q q is1, . . . ,nÝi , i k kc DD Dtot i , ji ijs1

j/i

c c ai i i
f sy q i/ j; is1, . . . ,n; js1, . . . ,ni , j m kc D Dtot i , j j

nB 1 c B yBŽ .i j j i
1y q Ý mk c DD tot i , ji js1

j/i
a s 1s1, . . . ,nni c Bj jÝ kDjjs1
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